
Get up to 450% ROI² 
over 3 years
A Forrester Total Economic Impact™ study 
shows a 450% ROI over three years when 
adding Webex Room devices to a Webex 
Meetings or Webex Teams deployment.

Collaboration 
thrives with Webex 
Meetings and 
Webex Rooms. 

Discover a collaboration solution that evolves 
with the changing needs of the workforce.

$21
million

A group of customers 
experienced a net benefit 
after cost of $21 million 

over three years.2

45% uplift
A group of Webex Meetings and 

Webex Teams customers 
experienced a 45% uplift in value 

over three years after adding 
Webex Room devices.2

10% over 5 years
Enterprises save 10% in operations 

over five years using Cisco as a 
single provider compared to a 

multiprovider solution.3

The numbers are on your side. 

Artificial intelligence 
integrated throughout
Facial recognition identifies meeting participants so 
you can easily identify who is whom in the meeting 
room. And audio transcription and intelligent framing 
ensure you’ll never miss a beat.

Do more with less work
• Reduce geographic barriers

• Increase employee engagement

• Improve real-time and virtual collaboration

• Train employees from anywhere

• Reduce travel costs

Award-winning devices 
anywhere you work
• High-quality video meetings on any device

• Digital whiteboarding at your fingertips

• Options and features for any room size

Your meeting,
under your control
Take command of the room with voice-driven 
digital assistance and audio fencing that 
eliminates background noise. Do it all in HD 
audio and video.

Transform your 
collaboration 
experience.
Contact your Cisco account manager 
or partner reseller to add Webex Devices 
to your Webex Meetings or Webex 
Rooms deployment.

Cisco has been positioned 
in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for

Meeting Solutions for 11 times in a row.
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By 2024, remote work and changing workforce 
demographics will impact enterprise meetings 
so that only 25% will take place in person, 
down from 60% today.1
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